Argo Consulting presents a pair of exclusive public workshop events...

Oct. 20th-22nd, 2008 - Chaska, MN
Oct. 27th-29th, 2008 - Franklin, GA

An intensive, 3-day hands-on event focused on OEE-driven Kaizen.

**Event Overview**

It is widely known that Kaizen is the most effective and powerful way to implement a practical and sustainable employee-led improvement system. Period. But despite the fact that effective Kaizen can be traced to a few simple principles, many companies struggle to leverage this powerful tool. Combine the effectiveness of Kaizen with the sensibility of OEE and you have a recipe for a truly sustainable continuous improvement program.

OEE is a proven KPI that reduces complex production problems into simple, intuitive presentation of information and provides a basis for systematically improving manufacturing processes. OEE enables manufacturers to use a root cause analysis (RCA) approach that focuses efforts on attacking the manufacturing issues that cause the greatest waste.

This action-oriented workshop is geared toward rapid, sustainable lean improvement. You will learn the right way to Kaizen along with new OEE tools to measure and drive progress through proven knowledge transfer techniques. Applying the techniques learned at this event, you will experience radical reductions in process cycle times, increased throughput, elimination of waste and bottlenecks, and improved morale and you will be back in your plant implementing the solutions you’ve learned, the same week.

*All participants will receive OEE training materials such as the popular OEE Pocket Guide and Fast Guide to OEE.*

**You Will Learn**

- Core OEE theory and advanced OEE “best practices”
- Tools to quickly identify and categorize OEE losses (cycle interruptions vs. setups)
- How to effectively interpret and analyze OEE data for true Kaizen
- OEE Signature Curve Analysis and data visualization techniques
- How to conduct effective OEE audits to create a world-class Kaizen
- Using Autonomous Maintenance tools to drive OEE performance
- Developing successful OEE continuous improvement Kaizen teams

**Workshop Highlight:** LIVE OEE data analysis exercise and active team training

**Registration**

Registration fee is $2,195 per attendee (mention special code: ARGOBK1 before Sept. 1st to receive $300 off registration)

Groups from the same company take $100 off each registration.

**To register contact:** Cristina at 312-988-9220 to register.

This is a remarkable value as participants typically report that their costs were recovered before the session was completed!

If you plan to participate in an event this year—don’t miss this one!